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NEDAA - Women in the Wilderness

3/4" video, 1989, NNBY, colour, sound, 28 min. 02 sec.
The subject of this program is a hiking adventure by two women.
The show features discussion on hike preparation, bear awareness,
and care ~or the environment. Another theme of the program is
discussion on the traditional role of women in regards to outdoor
recreational activities of this nature.
Archives has one 3/4" video master designated for storage and one
1/2'' VHS viewing copy. VHS and Beta circulating copies are
available at the A/V Unit.
Subject headings:
Wilderness Areas - Yukon Territory - Recreational Use
Video number: V-230
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DETAILED LISTING SHEET
Program title: Women in the Wilderness
Time/Footage

( _

0:00

Title: Breaking Away

0:15

Landscape and narration

0:43

Two women hiking

1:06

Joni Mckinnon complaining
about lack of women in
adventures

2:45

Janice Morin talks to Barny
Smith about bears

3:40

Park person talks about
hikers fear of bears

4:38

(_

Description

gives advice about
hiking in bear country

~ Barny

6:00

Woman questions Barny about
bears and female hikers
menstruating

7:15

JoG¥ talks about early
hiking experiences

8:07

Jody and Janice plan a hike

9:06

Jo ~¥ and Janice hit the road

9:37

Stop at Emerald Lake

10:35

Heading up mountain road

11:35

Arr ive at departure point

12:30

Don gear

13:45

Mountain Goat

14:30

Hiking with dog Heidi

15:00

"' talks about how bad
Jody
leaving little pi e ces of
paper in the bush i s
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Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

colour, sound

Catalogue Number: V-
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16:09

Setting up camp for the
night

16:42

Cooking

17:30

Jody talks about the value
of a dog when hiking

18:57

Morning at camp - looking
for wildlife

19:40

Caribou

20 : 15

Mountain Goats

21:30
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Jo~ and Janice continue
hiking and Jody laments the
plight of women in regards
to not being traditionally
involved in outdoor
recreation of this nature

23:00

Stopping to eat

23:40

Talking about hike
preparation

24:45

Caribou and Mountain Goats

23:03

Ptarmigan

25:30

Jo ~~ and Janice picking and
eating Moss Berries

27:30

Jody and Janice back in
truck heading home

27:56

Advertisement for
business

28:02

Credits/ End
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